An Artificial Intelligence Enabled Multimedia Tool for Rapid Screening of Cervical Cancer


Abstract

Cervical cancer is a major public health challenge. Further mitigation of cervical cancer can greatly benefit from development of innovative and disruptive technologies for its rapid screening and early detection. The primary objective of this study is to contribute to this aim through large scale screening by development of Artificial Intelligence enabled Intelligent Systems as they can support human cancer experts in making more precise and timely diagnosis. Our current study is focused on development of a robust and interactive algorithm for analysis of colposcope-derived images analysis and a diagnostic tool/scale namely the OM- The Onco-Meter. This tool was trained and tested on 300 In-
dian subjects/patients yielding 77\% accuracy with a sensitivity of 83.56\% and a specificity of 59.25\%. OM-The Oncometer is capable of classifying cervigrams into cervical dysplasia, carcinoma in – situ (CIS) and invasive cancer (IC). Programming language - R has been used to implement and compute earth mover distances (EMD) to characterize different diseases labels associated with cervical cancer, computationally. Deployment of automated tools will facilitate early diagnosis in a noninvasive manner leading to a timely clinical intervention for cervical cancer patients upon detection at a Primary Health Care (PHC). The tool developed in this study will aid clinicians to design timely intervention strategies aimed at improving the clinical prognosis of patients.
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1. Introduction

Cervical cancer represents a major unmet clinical need and is a serious public health problem. Early detection is not widely available in developing countries, and standard detection method (Pap test) are not sufficiently sensitive or specific [1]. According to World Health Organization (WHO) estimates, cervical cancer is among the highest morbidity and mortality causing cancer, with 570,000 new cases annually. Report by WHO showed that 90\% of cervical cancer affected women died in the recent past especially in Low and Middle Income Countries (LMICs) [2, 3].

India with a diverse genetic base and a resource-limited healthcare infrastructure, has a disproportionate burden and challenging disease pattern of cervical cancer, necessitating the need to develop robust diagnostic tools to facilitate large-scale screening in order to alleviate the clinical prognosis. The conventional approach for cervical cancer diagnosis is time-consuming, expert oriented, and requires a specific set of resources leading to misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis resulting into frequent false negatives and false positives [4].

Approximately 453 million women of Indian origin above the age of 15 years
are at the risk of being afflicted by cervical cancer. Five percent of these Indian women are estimated to be infected by an Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) serotype (HPV-16/18) at any given instant, and an astounding 83.2% of invasive cervical carcinoma lesions are known to have either HPV 16 or 18 serotype [4].

The mortality rate from cervical cancer could be significantly reduced through large scale screening at both regional and global levels. A recent report suggested that unimodal screening of large scale patients using HPV vaccination is indeed insufficient to manage the burden of cervical cancer in a country like India endowed with wide genetic base and diverse geological relief structures [6].

Cervical cancer, a major challenge for public health professionals and clinicians, requires a reliable and stable technology to enable large-scale rapid screening to reduce its burden. This formed the premise for the development of an interactive and robust diagnostic tool endowed with attributes to efficiently document and analyze the morphological and clinical parameters to accurately detect and diagnose cervical cancer in resource limited settings [7]. Computational automation of digital colposcopy for its large scale screening can significantly enhance accuracy and minimize error rates in diagnosis enabling quicker and timely intervention strategies [8].

The development of an advanced automated diagnostic tool using image analytics would play central role in the use of non-invasive/minimally invasive technologies as an adjunct clinical aid for facilitating rapid and precision-oriented screening of cervical cancer[9, 10].

Om-The OncoMeter is an outcome of this targeted research, including an experiment to classify 1481 labeled cervigrams from the Intel Kaggle MobileODT repository, as well as 300 cervigrams of individual women collected from Batra Hospital and Medical Research Centre (BHMRC), New Delhi. We used R-studio (Integrated Development Environment for R programming language) to automatically demarcate the morphological features, colour intensity, sensitivity, lesion detection, contour formation, enhanced visual inspection and other clinical parameters as shown in Fig. [1]. This will significantly improve rapid screening and early diagnosis in a noninvasive manner. We believe that not
only can our open source software enable accurate disease labeling but can also facilitate triaging of cervical cancer lesions in order of their severity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of an Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) based scale for ranking the lesions in order of severity, and can provide the rationale for the deployment of a robust and reliable triage system facilitating large-scale screening of cervical cancer in LMICs.

2. Methodology

In the present study, digitized cervigrams as well as socio-demographic data (Table 1) of 300 subjects were acquired from the Out Patient Department (OPD) of BHMRC after obtaining prior Institutional Ethical Clearance and Informed Patient Consent. R Version 3.6.1, an open source software tool equipped with highly advanced image analysis tools and techniques, has been used as the programming language. MySQL Version 14.14 Distrib 5.5.60 has been used for the development of the image/video repository for further processing of digitized cervigrams while LINUX (Ubuntu) version 14.04 has been used as the base computational platform. Digitized Cervigrams acquired using Digital Colposcope (Mobile ODT, Israel) from anonymized subjects presenting at OPD of BHMRC were subjected to preprocessing algorithms (specular removal algorithms) for noise removal before being analyzed for cervical cancer lesion detection using image processing algorithms as shown in Fig. 2. We made use of open source and robust algorithms like EMD using the data/cervigrams/digitized colposcopic images acquired from BHMRC as shown in Fig. 3. Apart from conventional statistical pedagogy, R has numerous dedicated features and capabilities in the area of advanced medical grade image analysis which helped ground the development process of OM-The OncoMeter (Fig.4). The salient features of the EMD(Earth Mover’s Distance) algorithm which allowed utilization of rigorous quantitative approaches for colposcopic image comparison and classification follow as shown in Fig. 4 [11, 12, 13]:

- The first and foremost key feature of the algorithm is that it’s free
• Image similarity-based detection
• Open source implementation in R
• Robust application to noisy images
• Cloud based storage accessibility and ubiquitous provisioning of services from a collected repository at local, regional and global levels.
• This cloud-based information provisioning will facilitate automated closed loop resource allocation which in turn will provide affordable and accessible health-care technology platform for effective management of disease burden.

Training of the algorithm used as input of 81 normal (control) cervigrams of Indian origin females obtained from the OPD of BHMRC (Fig. 2). This contributed to the choice of basic threshold parameters in the algorithm. EMD values between each two normal cervigrams from n1 to n81 shown in Fig. 3 were calculated and entered in a matrix. EMD was used to calculate the distances between cervigrams, and based on similarity indices, cervigrams were categorized to the nearest one. A matrix of 6561 EMD quantitative values was calculated from n1-n2, n1-n3,..., n1-n81, n2-n3, n2-n4,...,n2-n81 and continued until n80-n81(Fig. 3).

Calculation of the centroid of the normal cervigrams is crucial for designating the threshold values for normal cervigram. The threshold value of the centroid was taken as a reference value for normal cervigrams for facilitating the EMD-based Onco-Meter scale for ranking the cervical cancer lesions in order of severity (Table 2 and Fig. 4).

In addition to the calculation of the centroid for the normal cervigrams socio demographic data was analyzed using SPSS version 25.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistics was applied and bivariate analysis was used to detect any significant difference between categorical variables. p value less than (<) 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The sensitivity and specificity of the software’s capability to detect the cancer cervix lesions
was done following the protocol of Coughin et al (1992) [14] and Lalkhen and McCluskey (2008) [15] (Table 3).

Calculation of the mean of EMD values was done in order to obtain the standard normal cervigram for further EMD calculation and comparison with other subsets of abnormal cervigrams (Fig. 4). Our calculation gave a mean value of 26.77. Cervigram number 52, was designated as the standard cervigram as all the normal cervigrams had least distances from it with respect to EMD values (Fig. 3). The image analytics algorithm-based automated processing of the cervigrams was programmed to obtain simultaneous generations of results so as to provide clinicians a valuable adjunct clinical decision-making aid.

The whole process from conceptualized to its demonstration has been depicted in Data Flow Diagram (DFD) (Fig. 1) with an emphasis on unhindered acquisition of cervigrams (Colposcope derived images) along with its processing and result generation in almost real-time using the optimal amount of computational resources.

3. Results

Socio-demographic data revealed that amongst the total of 300 married women enrolled for the current study, a vast majority (65.7%) were between 20-40 years age. 63% of the women were educated up to high-school level. Majority of these women were housewives (88%) with a family annual income between 2-10 lakhs (97%). Only 10.7% of the women enrolled in the study had attained menopause. 74% of the women presented with abnormal menstrual condition (Table I). A striking observation was that although 74.1% women with unhealthy cervix were between 20-40 years. Neither education (p=0.692) nor occupation (p=0.362) showed any statistically significant association with the health of the cervix (Table II). Further, our analyses indicated that women from lower socio-economic strata belonging to a household with less than Rs 200,000 per annum (approximately USD 2700 per annum) had highly unhealthy cervix (p=0.006) indicating poor knowledge of adoptive reproductive and sexual health
practices (Table 1), which is indeed responsible for increasing the vulnerability of women to cervical cancer particularly in LMICs such as India.

We believe that adoption and integration of Intelligent decision support systems involving the use of minimally invasive techniques to detect cancerous cervical lesions through automated segmentation of digitized cervigrams on a real time scale would not only form the rationale for development of effective triage methods towards the early diagnosis of lesions but also prioritizing treatment options.

To this end, An EMD based measurement scale-(OM-The OncoMeter) was developed with a threshold value of 26.77 based on cervigrams obtained from healthy subjects evaluated at BHMRC for being designated as normal. Beyond the threshold value of 26.77(EMD value), cervigrams were computationally tagged into different categories (Table 2 and Fig. 4). Development of an EMD based measurement scale for binning and categorization of cervigrams based on their EMD distance from Centroid of Normal in a quantitative manner is indeed a stellar achievement in the field of cervigram analysis. The scale was designed for large scale screening of cervical cancer and to act as an adjunct clinical aid for early and timely diagnosis by the clinicians. Illustration of the measurement scale was done as per their categorical EMD values obtained after the designation of Centroid value (26.77- EMD value based upon the cervigrams obtained from the OPD of BHMRC as well as its comparison with the abnormal cervigrams (Table 2 and Fig. 4).

3.1. Sensitivity and Specificity

Current clinical regimens require large number of clinical tests to confirm or deny existence of a disease or to refer them for more advanced diagnosis in case of indecision. Unfortunately our clinical tests are unable to precisely and accurately delineate all patients with or without the disease. The sensitivity of a clinical test is its ability to identify patients afflicted with the disease. The specificity of a clinical test is its ability to identify patients who do not have the disease. Their joint relationship is expressed with RoC (Receiver operator char-
acteristic) curves. The sensitivity and specificity of the software’s capability to
detect the cancer cervix lesions was also done following the protocols [14,15] to
quantify the performance of our proposed algorithm for early detection of cervical
cancer as per standard definitions. Table 3 essentially depicts the divergent
data category included in our study which was tested by OM-The OncoMeter
producing promising results with 83.56% sensitivity and 59.25% specificity with
an accuracy of 77%.

Further research with an extensive amount of cervigrams from different re-
gions of the Indian subcontinent encompassing populace with divergent genetic
base and socio-cultural norms would form the rationale for identifying the vul-
nerable populations to the ravages of this disease. Processing of large numbers
of cervigrams would remove the ambiguities/glitches associated within software.
In other words, further inclusion of data points will make this scale more ro-
"255 robust and trustworthy for deployment in the field as an indicator for large scale
disease labeling at a community level.

We believe that with larger training data-set of higher resolution cervigrams,
our algorithms have a potential to perform significantly better.

4. Discussions

An estimated 90% of the globally recorded cervical cancer-related deaths
are in low-and middle-income countries (LMICs). Cervical cancer is a public
health problem in LMICs like India, so much so that India alone accounts for
one-quarter of the worldwide burden of cervical cancers [16]. It is estimated
that cervical cancer will occur in approximately 1 in 53 Indian women during
their lifetime compared with 1 in 100 women in more developed regions of the
world [17] due to availability of efficient and accessible screening programs as
well as diagnostic and treatment facilities. Apart from the preponderance of
HPV infection, a variety of clinico-epidemiological risk factors such as early age
of marriage, promiscuous sexual behaviour, multiple pregnancies, poor genital
hygiene along with aberrant lifestyle choices such as smoking are known to be
Table 1: Socio Demographic Features of These Subjects Evaluated at the OPD at BHMRC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Test Cases (N=219)</th>
<th>Control Cases (N=81)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women with Abnormal Cervix (Vaginitis, Nabothian Cyst, Cervical Erosion, Polyp)</td>
<td>Women with Precancerous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-40</td>
<td>34 (15.53%)</td>
<td>110 (50.23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-60</td>
<td>21 (9.59%)</td>
<td>47 (21.46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 60</td>
<td>1 (0.46%)</td>
<td>1 (0.46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>8 (3.65%)</td>
<td>13 (5.94%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literate</td>
<td>23 (10.5%)</td>
<td>63 (28.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>8 (3.65%)</td>
<td>21 (9.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>4 (1.83%)</td>
<td>20 (9.13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduated</td>
<td>10 (4.65%)</td>
<td>33 (15.07%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>3 (1.37%)</td>
<td>9 (4.11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>52 (23.74%)</td>
<td>140 (63.93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govt-Job</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Job</td>
<td>3 (1.37%)</td>
<td>17 (7.66%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (0.46%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic Status (INR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 10 Lakhs</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10 Lakhs</td>
<td>43 (19.63%)</td>
<td>122 (55.70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 2 Lakhs</td>
<td>13 (5.93%)</td>
<td>34 (15.53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>3 (1.37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>56 (25.57%)</td>
<td>150 (72.60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Menstrual Health</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>10 (4.60%)</td>
<td>11 (5.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>45 (20.55%)</td>
<td>139 (63.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Menopausal</td>
<td>10 (4.60%)</td>
<td>9 (4.11%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: It depicts the socio-demographic features of the subjects/patients collected at BHMRC, New Delhi, India. These cervigrams were acquired from subjects evaluated at the OPD of BHMRC, New Delhi. The socio-economic demographic/epidemiological data (table 1) of 300 subjects, was labeled by expert Gynecologist as normal, Cervicitis, precancerous, suspected cancerous and abnormal (Vaginitis, Nabothian cyst, Polyp and Cervical erosion) were taken to develop the novel OM- The Onco-Meter scale to rank the lesions in the order of their severity. Out of which 81 samples of subjects were found to be normal, 56(%) had Cervicitis, 159 subjects were found to have abnormal lesions, while 2 subjects each were suspected to have precancerous and cancerous lesions.it was observed that education(p=.692) and occupation(p=.362) did not show any statistically significant association with cervical condition. Although annual income showed statistically significant association with the health of the cervix.(p=0.006). Menstrual health was also significantly associated with the health of the cervix (p<0.001)
Figure 1: Our present study depicts a diagrammatic representation of the processing the digitized cervigrams obtained from the patients evaluated at the Out Patient Department of Batra Hospital and Medical Research Centre. The pre-processing algorithms include noise removal associated with the extraction of the image features (digitized cervigrams in this case) before cropping the raw image of cervigrams to define the regions of interest for equalization of the dimensions before being processed with Earth Movers Distance (EMD) to detect initially the variances between the cervigrams of normal subjects so as to set a threshold value for the cervigrams of the normal cervigrams. The regions of interest of the cropped regions were colour coded using green channel to enhance the sensitivity of visual inspection and lesion detection. Subsequently, the values obtained from the comparison of both normal and abnormal cervigrams were plotted on a scale virtually stack the cervigrams based upon the EMD value. This lead to the creation of OM The Oncometer, a scale used to rank the cervigrams in order of the disease severity.
Diagrammatic Representation of the Image Processing of Normal Cervigrams.

Fig. 2(a): It depicts the processing of the normal cervigrams by subjecting it to preprocessing algorithms to remove the noise potentially interfering with the extraction of the Image features before being processed with green channel colour coding algorithms and Earth Movers Distance (EMD) algorithm to facilitate the assignment of a numerical score to the normal cervigrams and also ranking them based upon their EMD score.

Diagrammatic Representation of the Image Processing of Abnormal Cervigrams.

Fig. 2(b): It depicts the processing of the abnormal cervigrams by subjecting it to preprocessing algorithms to remove the noise potentially interfering with the extraction of the Image features before being processed with green channel colour coding algorithms and Earth Movers Distance (EMD) algorithm to facilitate the assignment of a numerical score to the abnormal cervigrams and also ranking them based upon their EMD score.

Figure 2: Cervigram Processing
Earth Movers Distance Based Calculation of Distances between Normal cervigrams among the subjects evaluated at Batra Hospital

Figure 3: In the present study cervigrams of 84 normal subjects were acquired from the Out Patient Department of Batra Hospital and Medical Research Centre (BHMRC) after obtaining prior Institutional Ethical Clearances and Informed Patient Consent Forms. Each of the 84 cervigrams obtained from age matched normal subjects were compared with each other to calculate the variance between the cervigrams of the normal subjects. The Earth Movers Distance (EMD) enabled calculation of the variance within the cervigrams of the normal subjects enabled the calculation of the threshold value for the cervigrams of the normal subjects, which in this case was found to be 26.77 obtained from normal subjects evaluated the OPD of BHMRC, New Delhi. This threshold value was used to demarcate the normalness of the cervigrams along with its comparison with the abnormal cervigrams as observed in the patients evaluated in the Out-Patient Department of Batra Hospital and Medical Research Centre, Delhi as a part of the current study.
Development of OM- The OncoMeter for triaging of subjects/ patients with cervical cancer in the order of severity.

Figure 4: This figure summarizes the impact of our study where we have attempted to make a new scale to virtually rank and grade the cervigrams in the order of their normality or abnormality. This indeed forms the rationale to facilitate the rapid screening of the cervical cancer in the rural milieus of the Indian sub-continent besides ranking the cervigram lesions in the order of the severity of the disease progression. Such an automated processing of chores will ultimately help the clinicians to intervene the patients in need of intervention on a priority basis. The use of this technology will also help in augmenting the hospital based registry with community based data which will indeed provide a more realistic scenario of cervical cancer prevalence in resource limited healthcare systems prevalent in the Indian sub-continent and elsewhere in the world.
Table 2: Range measurement of different categorical cervigrams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cervigram Types diagnosed by Oncologist</th>
<th>EMD Range on scale</th>
<th>Number of Subjects/Cervigrams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0-26.78</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal (Nabothian Cyst, vaginitis, Cervical erosion, polyp)</td>
<td>8.162584-146.8711</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervicitis</td>
<td>19.41148-140.2637</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precancerous</td>
<td>34.65366-36.1091</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspected Cancer</td>
<td>67.77164-78.53794</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: This table depicts the EMD value based computational tagging of cervigrams into different categories such as normal, abnormal, cervicitis, precancerous, precancerous/cancerous lesions. The EMD values obtained from the cervigrams form the rationale for developing om-the OncoMeter, a scale used for computational tagging of the cervigrams in the order of their severity thereby facilitating the triaging of lesions.

Table 3: Calculation of Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy of proposed algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases (Abnormal Cervigrams) -219</th>
<th>Controls (Normal Cervigrams) -81</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True Positive</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (183/219)</td>
<td>83.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (231/300)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: We use basic notions of sensitivity and specificity [15, 14] to quantify the performance of our proposed algorithm for early detection of cervical cancer as per standard definitions. This Table essentially depicts the divergent data category included in our study which was tested by OM-The OncoMeter and so far the scale has produced promising results with 83.56% sensitivity, 59.25% specificity and 77% accuracy.
associated with increased risk of cervical cancer.

Results obtained from our data indicate that lack of adequate knowledge about the adoptive reproductive and sexual health practices is indeed responsible for increasing the vulnerability of women to cervical cancer.

A successful implementation of this strategy will have a positive impact on not only understanding the niche specific drivers for onset and pathological sequelae of cervical cancer but also provide the rationale for developing novel precision oriented niche specific non-linear predictive algorithms for early clinical diagnosis as well as prioritizing delivery of treatment options to high risk patients afflicted with cervical cancer. The adoption of low end mobile health based applications to propagate Internet and Communication Technology (ICT) based awareness about cervical cancer might not only contribute in overcoming region specific social stigmas and taboos associated with prevalence of cervical cancer but also facilitate remote connect of cancer afflicted patients with the treating physicians. The etiopathogenesis of Cervical Cancer is unique, as a consequence, it’s characteristics pertaining to different symptoms and parameters necessary for disease labeling, tagging and further diagnosis are unique and community specific or niche specific. One of the biggest challenges is to increase the accuracy of the digitally acquired images which in turn pertains low resolution optics in prevailing colposcopes (In our case, MobileODT coloscope had only 13 Mega pixel resolution which seriously hampered our efforts to detect cervical cancer at early stage) and to the lack of optimal oncological image/video processing algorithms for outlining correct set of parameters [18, 19]. Some progress has been reported in histological image of cervical cancer by Taneja et.al [20] where multi-level set based image processing techniques and deep learning has been used to outline cell nuclei.

Our work should be looked as complementary or even advanced effort to analyze cervical cancer cervigrams at normal optical scale obviating the need of sophisticated microscopy equipment and hence making early cervical cancer detection accessible to economically weaker sections of the society. Modern efforts to leverage the artificial intelligence capabilities in resolving the cervical cancer
issue are being reported continuously [21]. Disease-labeling of cancer is a data-intensive and rigorous task which requires accurate and specialized expertise. These skills are not readily available particularly in remote areas with limited healthcare infrastructure. The prevalence of misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis is high in absence of portable, accurate and robust diagnostic tools [19] where our proposed tool could aid the medical professionals to drastic improve the detection of cervical cancer at early stage. One of the strategies for ensuring early detection of a cervical cancer lesion pertains to large-scale rapid screening for the disease in PHCs. In the case of Cervical Cancer, screening is done through Liquid-based Cytology and Colposcopy. In Liquid based Cytology, the major hindrance is acquisition of a sample and the lack of specialized professionals to make the diagnosis. However, in the recent past there have been tremendous technological advancements with the advancements of AI (Artificial Intelligence) [22]. In a resource-limited country like India there is an urgent and unmet need to clearly identify reliable and robust visual cues in cervigrams. Further, these cues should be robust enough to remain invariant un-occluded under different optical transformations and even in the presence of unwanted objects in images like hair and other body parts. Such a process will eliminate artifacts and other irrelevant features to seamlessly segment structures for grading measurements of cervical cancer lesions. The automation of this feature ensures that the algorithm detects structural aberrations in cervigrams in a precise and timely manner to make Cervical Cancer detection even more reliable [23].

Optical clarity of image is paramount for visual inspection by a camera with direct human eye inspection. Optical aberration, colour misrepresentation, specular reflection in cervigrams are other challenges associated with conventional colposcope [24]. Our approach takes care of these problems facilitating the provisioning of much sharper and focused images, necessary for delineation and identification of cancerous lesions. Using image processing-based automated detection of cervical cancer can increase precision and minimize error. When detected and managed at an early stage, the clinical prognosis for cervical cancer
This indeed necessitates the need for a technology-driven approach for developing an effective and precision oriented triage system for facilitating not only large-scale screening but also prioritizing patients for therapeutic intervention. This can minimize the recovery period through screening and follow-up. Taking into account the conditions, parameters, limitations and the knowledge sharing from manual to computational colposcopy, we tried to incorporate the ubiquitous information related to the labeling/tagging of the cervix and have developed an Artificial Intelligence enabled Intelligent Decision Support System—capable of serving as an adjunct clinical aid for facilitating rapid screening for detection of cancerous lesions. In this study, we have introduced an algorithm-based Colposcopic image (cervigrams) analysis and diagnostic technology which uses the attribution method to identify the cervix types of Indian subjects [26, 27]. R software libraries include advanced tools for medical image analysis, which deal with the quantification of the colposcope-derived cervigrams, thereby reducing the burden and time of medical professionals by representing images as numerical data for analysis apart from conventional image processing procedures [28, 29].

5. Future Directions

Development of multi-modal multi-sensor fusion technology by integrating signals from Artificial Intelligence enabled image analysis, HPV serotyping as well as Liquid Based Cytology to ensure precision oriented large scale rapid screening of subjects at community level to eliminate missed and mis-diagnosis of cervical cancer. Modules of health literacy about adoptive sexual and reproductive health practices will also be integrated in the software solution to alleviate the burden of this disease in vulnerable populations belonging to the lowest socioeconomic strata.
6. Targetted Audience

The core idea behind this software was to help the poor and needy women from LMICs but the vision is to implement it in developed countries also. It primarily targets patients as a self-diagnosing device and clinicians will use this system as an aide in their assessments.
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